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DAMPING OF THE DUTCH ROLL OSCILLATION 1
By JOHN-P.” CAMPBEI.L and MARIOFJ0, MCKIFINEY,JR.
SUMLMARY
Considerable interest has recently been shown in means oj
obtaining satisfactory stability oj the Dutch roll owillation jor
modern high-perjorrnance airplanes without resort to compli-
cated artijieial stabilizing devices. One approach to this prob-
lem is to lay out the airplane in the earliest stages of design so
that it will have the greatestpracticable inherent stability oj the
lateral oscillation. The present report presents some prelimi-
nary results oj a theoretical analysis to determine the design
features that appear most promising in providing adequate
inherent stability. These preliminary rewlts cover the case oj
jighter airplanes at subsonic speeds.
The investigationindicated that it i~ possible to designfighter
a;rplanes to have substantially better inherent stability than
most current designs. Since the use of low-aspect-ratio .swept-
back wings is largely responsiblefor poor Dutch roll stability,
it is important to design the airplane with the maximum aspect
ratio and minimum sweep that will permit attainment oj the
desired performance. The radius oj gyration in roll should be
kept as low as possible and the nose-up inclination of the
principal longitudinal axis oj inertia should be made as great
as practicable.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of obtaining satisfactory stability of the
Dutch roll oscillation is especially difficult for jet-propelled
swept-wing airplanes designed for operation at high speeds
and altitudes, The preseni trend is toward the use of
artificial stabilizing devices to provide satisfactory stability
since it is usually not possible to modify an existing airplane
to provide satisfactory inherent stability. One of the
fundament t-dreasons for the poor inherent stability seems to
be that very little consideration is given to dynamic stability
in the early stages of desig?; that is, the basic design of the
nirplque is determined from other considerations and at-
tempts are made later to improve the dynamic stability by
the minor changes in configuration which are then permis-
sible in the design. If such a procedure is continued, all
airplanes of this type will probably require artificial stabi-
lizing devices. The armed services and some airplane
manufacturers are becoming increasingly concerned over
the necessity for using these devices which increase the
weight, complexity, and cost of the airplanes. The fact that
the use of these devices increases the maintenance problem
has been of particular concern to the services.
This concern has led to an increasing interest in means of
obtaining satisfactory stability w7ithout resort to complicated
artificial stabilizing clevices. Various methods for accom-
plishing this aim have been proposed, the most fundarnental
and perhaps the most promising of which is Lo aker present
design procedures to the extent of giving much more’ con-
sideration in the early stages of design to features which will
lead to better dynamic stability. A study is being made by
the National Advisory Commit tec for Aeronautics to de-
termine tho design features which appear most promising in
this respect. Some preliminary results of this investigation
are included in the present report which covers the case of
fighter airplanes at subsonic speeds. The period and damp-
ing me the only characteristics of the Dutch roll oscillation
considered in detail in the present report.
As a preliminary to the investigation of means of providing
inherent stability, a study of the basic causes of the poor
stability of modern high-performance fighter airplanes was
made. This study includecl consideration of the effects of
increasing relativo density and use of swcepback ancl low
aspect ratio. Since the effects of sweep and aspect, ratio
have not been fully understood because no systematic inves-
tigation of their effects has been made, the efiects of these
factors were analyzed in considerable clctail. The results of
this analysis me tdso included in this report:
SYMBOLS
All forces and moments are referred Lo the stability system
of axes which is defined in figure 1.
w weight of airplane, lb
?7?/ mass of airplane, slugs
s wing area, sq ft
b wing span, ft
1 tail length (longitudinal clistance from center
of pressure of the vertical tail to the center of
gravity), f t
I Supersedesh-ACA T.N 3036,“A Preliminary Study of the Problem of Designfng High-Speed Airplanes With Satisfwtory Inherent Dtmping of the Dutch Roll Oscilltition” by John
P. Campbell and Marion O. McKinney, Jr., 1953.
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FIGURE 1.—The stability system of axes. Arrows indicate positive
directions of moments, forces, and angIes. This system of axes is
defined as an orthogonal system having the origin at the center of
gravity and in which the Z-axis is in the plane of symmetry and per-
pendicular to the relative wind, the X-axis is jn the plane of symmetry
and perpendicular to tJM Z-axis, and the Y-axis is perpendicular to
the plane of symmetry. At a constant angIe of attack, these axes
are fixed in the airplane.
kzo
KxO=kxo/b
KzO=kzO/b
tail height (vertical clistance from cenlmr of
pressure of the vertical tail to the center of
gravity), ft
aspect ratio
sweepkk of wing-quarter-chord line, ckg
taper ratio
geometric dihedral angle, deg
true airspeed, ft/sec
~quiv~lent laierul velocity, ft/sec
Mach number
pressure altitude, ft
radius of gyration about principal longitudinrd
axis of inertia, ffi
raclius of gyration about principal normal axis
of inertia, f t
radius-of-gyration fuc.tor ubout X-axis,
KX02COS2q+liizoz sinz~
radius-of-gyration factor about Z-axis!
#<z: COS2~+Kx; Sh12q
product-of-inertia ftwt.or, (KzJ-&:) sin q ros q
rekd ive-clensity ftict.or, m/PSb
angle. of attack of principal longitudinal axis of ‘
inertia., deg
angle between prinripcd longitudinal axis of
inertia and longitudinal body axis, dcg
angle of nt ttl.’li of longitludimd bo(ly tixis, d[’g
amgk of ba~li, radians
angIe of yaw, radians
angle of sideslip, radians
wing incicle-nce, ckg
air density, slugs/cu ft
rolling velocity, raclims/sec
yawing velocity, racliuns/sec
dynamic. pressure., lb/sq f~
period of lateral oscille,tion, scc
time to damp to one-hti]f mlplitude, sw
lateral force, lb
rolling moment, ft.-lb
yawing moment, f t-lb
lift coefficient, Lift/@
lateral-force coefficient, Yj@
roIhng-momen t coefficientt, L/@b
ycnving-mornenh coefficient, N/qS/l
c#Q”- ()~PJ
boy
c,,=— ()./b _2V
aci
c,r=~
()aw
c.r.+-
0%
.
.,
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The periocl and time to damp to one-half amplitude of the
Iateml oscillation were the only characteristics of the lateral
motion that were considered in the present analysis. These
quantities were calculated by the method presented in
reference 1. The period and damping requirement ts from the
Air Force and Navy flying-qualities specifications of refer-
ences 2 and 3 were used as a basis for evaluating the results,
. BASICCONFIGURATIONS STUDIED
In the stucly of the fundamental causes of the poor stability
of modern high-pcrforma.nce airplanes, five basic configura-
tions were considered:
Configuration Swe:&,ck, Aspect ratio
; 3: !:
45 3.0
: y
5 ;!
These configurations are illustrated by sketches in figure 2
ancl cletails of the diInensional and mass characteristics are
given in table I. Configurations 2 to 4 were obtained by
sweeping back the wings of configuration I with appropriate e
modifica ticms to the tips. In sweeping the wings, the
quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord was
kept in the same longitudinal position relative to the body.
Although these configurations are part of a systematic
family, they are in general typical of present and proposed
designs. Configuration 5 was chosen because it represents
another trend in the design of high-speecl airplanes and
became it provides interesting comparisons with two of the
other configurations. Comparison of configurations 1 and 5
shows the eflkcb of aspect ratio at 0° sweep and comparison
of configurations 3 and 5 shows the effect of sweep at aspect
ratio 3. The size of the airplanes was chosen so that the
span of the moderately swept wings was representative of
that of current fighter airplanes with swept wings.
All the configurations were assumed to have the same
fuselage except for minor mollifications necessary to accom-
modate the diflwent tail designs, The size and shape of the
fuselage were selected as being representative of many
ciwren t designs.
The vertical tails for the various configurations had the
swne value of Cy9,0il. At 0° angle of attack, the center of
pressure of the tail for all configurations was the same dis-
tanc.o behind and above the center of gravity, which was
located ab the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic
chord,
AH the configurations were assumed to have a wing loading
of 50 pounds per square foot. The principal longitudinal
axis of inertia was assumed to be inclined 2° nose clown
rcla.tive to the longitudimd fuselage axis. These values were
++
.;3 ._~$
Configuration I Gonfigurotion 2
AZ0: A= 6.0 A= 30”, A=4.5
d
Configuration 3
A=45°, A=3.O
Configuration 4
A=60”, A=I.5
Configuration 5
J= 0: A= 3.0
FIGURE 2.—Basic configurations for which calculations were made.
selected as being representtitive of those of current fighter
airplanes.
The approximate magnitudes of the radii of gyration for
various sweep angles were first determined by averaging the
values for a number of current designs. A systenmtic varia-
tion of the radii of gyration with sweep that was in general
agreement ~lrith these actual values was then set up. This
systematic variation which is shown in figure 3 was based on
the assumption that the weight distribution along the wing
panels remained constant as the sweep of the panels was
varied. The assumed weight distribution of the panels was
determined from the average weight distribution of several
current swept-wing fighter airplanes for which cletailecl
weight data were available.
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FIGURE 3.—Varkat,ion of mass parameters with sweephack.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
The c.alrulations for both the basic and modified configurw
tions were rmtclc for four conditions:
Condition h, fl M Cr,
— —
(a) — “o 0.75
(b)
o.of
.27
8
.40
:
I
d# .8050,000 ..40
(?ondit.ions (a) and (cl) were chosen to show the stability at
mhigh subsonic speed at sea leveI tmcl at w~ altikude of 50,000
feet and to show the eflect of tiltitude tit, a, constant Mach
number. A llaeh number of 0.75 was chosen for these cow
ditiom since that was considered about the highest value at
which subsonic stability derivatives could be expe.ct.ecl t.o
apply for dl configurations without compressibility c.orrec.-
tions. Condition (b) was chosen for direct c.ompmison with
condition (cl) to show the. efl’ect of altitude at constant lift
coefficient where ihe sta~ility derivatives would bc the stunt.
Condition (c.) was chosen to show the. sttibi]ity al moderately
high lift coefficients with iiaps mtrtictcd. The lif h coefficient
of 0.80 usecl for condition (c} was assumed to represent the
highest lift coefficim.t flt which the theorcticul v~uiilt ions of
the dithren t stabiMy derivatives with lift coefhicnt. wwo
still valid. Above this Iift c.oefficient,j flow chtmgcs ovw thv
wiug, fuselage, and tail surfnces often cause the shlbility
derivatives to be greatly cliflerw~L from t.h~~ir th~’orl’(iml
values. For airplanes with thin, highly swept wings or with
roughness on the wings, these flow changes migh[. ad UIL1l.Y
occur at lift. coef%c.ients below 0.S0, but for the pm-post’ of
this generalized study it. wtis assumec~ that the sttibi~il~
derivatives of all configurations would follow t heorctiql
trends up to this lift coefficient., C!ornpmison of conditions
(a,) to” (c) shows the eflwt. of lift cocdllrientl a{ ronsttlu I
altitucle.
All the calculations weuc nude for t.hc eondit ion of hw”l
flight at 1 u normal accelertition.
ESTIMATION Ol?DERIVATIVES
The estimation of the stability du-ivatives used in tlw
calculations wus based on t,he methods present cd in rcfrrcn[ 10
1. Plots showing the variation of the derivnt ivcs wil h
sweepback and aspect rti tio me shown in figures 4 to fi for
the complete airplanes and for the vert-iml-tail-off mntlitkm.
The derivatives for the c.ornplet.e bwic configurations uw
also listed in tuble H. In some cases, partivultirly for t Iw
wing-fuselage combinations, the est imut ions wew btwd on
experimental clata and require some explwult:iun.
Sideslip derivatives.-The vnlue of C’Y@for the vcrticd-
ta.il-off condition wws nssumcd to bc const imt ntl ~1vulue of
–0.229 per radian (CYB= —0.004 pw degnw) for all rotl-
figuratlions and flight conditions on the btisis of mpwinwnt Id
data for a number of designs, These datti ~hc)~vcil nO (WW
sistent t,rencl for the variation of this fart or wit h swwq}hm:k
or lift coefficient. As pointod out previous~y, t.hc vcr( irid
tails for all the configurations were designccl to give the same
value of CYfi. Since there was assumcxl LOIN no variitt ion of
c!
‘fl~i~with angle of uttnck, the value of (?~~for the romph’tc
airplane was tho same for till configurations ilnd flight
conclitions.
Since the configurations were laid out as mi(lwing (Icsigns,
tthc vcdue of C’J@,=il~ffwas msurned to bc simply the valuv of
Gflwinz. This vahw and the Yaluc of pl~,Gilwvre detwminwl
from the charts und forrmdus prwcntwl m rvfercnw 1.
On the basis of experimental dattl the Yalue of th~’ fw’[ur
f)CW6for the vertlical-tail-ofl condition was ussumcd (0 tw
constant for till contlgura ticms and flight. cond i[ions. TIN’
magnitude of d.fl~~il~rr therefore varietl inversely with wing
span. The value of C,,6,~il\\’as C.al(lllat.ed from the Yfdll(’ qf
by means of the formula given in refwrncr 1.
CY}$ling derivatives, —The ro~ing dcrivat ivcs CYP, C1lB,anti
C% were determined by the methods (Iwcribcd in r(~frrwwc
1 except that CrlWk,WWS ~SSUIIM(~ t.O k COHSt.Wlt OV{lf’ th{’
lif t.-coefic.ient mnge at, t,ho vtilue givm by refcrcmw 1 for
the zero-lift condition.
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Configurations I to 4 Configuration 5 Cj
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A, deg h, deg
(a) Vertical tail off. (b) Complete airplane.
FIGURE A-Variation of sideslip stability derivatives with swecpback
and lift coefficient.
Yawing derivatives,—The value of CY,,,,il~ff was assumed
to be zero for all c.onfigurutions ancl conditions since experi-
hlenhl] duta for many wings and wing-f W?lQ&? COIllbiIla tions
had shown no c.onsistmt variation of CY, with configuration
or lift cocilicient. The value of CY,A,Jwas calculated from
‘the formula presented in reference 1. The values of Cl, were
cleterrnined by the method of reference ]. A constant value
of the factor b2Cn,for the tail-off condition was assumed for
W configure tions mud flight conctitions on the btisis of expmi-
meutal data on a number of configurations so that the nN~g-
nitude of cn,ia~l,JJ varied inversely with the square of the
Configurations I to 4 Configuration 5 Q
o 0.06
——. . o .46
—-- —-—--— A .80
1,2- /
/1
/
/ /
.8 T / /.—
/ /
c~
/ /
/ / / // / / ‘
.4 - ./ / ‘
/
/ 0 ‘ / / “/1., /’ / ./’
/-
0 I I0
-.2
!J
Gp
-4 —- ‘
-.6
0 - ~
–-.c- —. .
1. -.
. \ -\
\ \ \
-.2 \ \ \ I
Gnp \
\
-4 !
\
(0) (b)
-.60
20 40 60 0 20 40 60
A, deg ,A, deg
(a) Vertical tail off. (b) Complete airplane.
FIGURE 5.—Variation of rolling stability derivatives with swcepback
and lift coefficient.
WiIlg SPWI . These experimental clata did not show consistent
trends in the variation with configuration or lift, coefficient
and, sinco the value of b2C,,,0i1~, is small compmecl with
( , the assumption of athe value for the complete airp me
constant value of b2Cn~seemed reasonable. The value of
c., was talc.ulatecl from the equation given in ref mcnce 1.
tail
LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSIS
This report presents some preliminary results of a study
of the possibility of designing airplanes to have sa Lisfac tory
inherent dynamic. lateral stability. As pointed out pre-
viously, these preliminary results cover only the case of
fighter airplanes at subsonic speeds ancl cover only the period
and damping of the lateral oscillation. The calculated
periocl and clamping of the oscillation for the basic and
modified configurations are comparccl with the Air Force and
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Configurations I to 4 Configuration 5 CL
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(0) (b)
-“% 20 40 60 0 20 40 60
A, deg h, deg
(a) J’ertical tail off. (b) Complete airplane.
FIGURE &-Variation of yawing stability derivatives with sweepback
and lift coefllcient.
Navy period and damping requirements. The authom real-
ize tht these requirements are not ade.qua.te in some cases
and that ot,hw fac t.ors, such as the rutio of roll to yuw, should
be considered in a comprehensive analysis. Although these
additional factora tire not considered in detail in this pre-
liminary analysis, they are discussed briefly with regu.rd to
the dl’ects of some of the mass and aeroclynamic. parameters.
A few comments are required on the applicability of the
ctilruhted data presented in this report to actual airplanes
of similar configumt.ion before these results arc discussed in
detail. The reader shoulcl bear in mind tihai small changes
in some of the important st abi~ity derivatives can have a
signiflca.nt cffect on clynarnic stability and thut such changes
might result nnpredidd.iy from appa.rontly minor changes
in design. These calculations me intended to show the gen-
eral trends in the ef?iects of the various design fac tors covered
and are not it] tencled for use in predicting the st ubility of
specific airplane designs which are superficially similar to
these configurations.
One reason W-d the sta.bilit.y of thest t~ypotht’tics] con-
figurations might be very clifferent from the stubility of act ual
airplanes is that the theoretical values of the wing cent ribu-
tions to the stability derivatives were .assumcd to be am] rtite
for the. entire range of lift coefiic.ie.nt.scovered by the calcula-
tions (CL= 0.06 to 0.80). Actually, this nssumpt ion may
be far from correct at the Klgher Hft coefficients for airphmes
of practical construction, pmticular~y for those huvillg thin,
highly swept wings. There is evidence from mpcrimrnt al
data on such clesigns t.hat the values of the derivut ivus ~1
“f’C%, and Ct, may diverge from tho tlworeticul variation wI{.]
lift codficient at moderut.e lift. coeflic:icnts (CL near 0.4) aml
be greatly cliffwent-perhaps cwen have a diffwvnt sign--=-;
at a lift coef%cient of 0.8.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CAUSES OF INADEQUATEDUTCHROLLSTABILITY
The causes of t.hc poor dynamic lateral stability of modern
hig~-performtince fighter uirplanes must be t’stublished bofc w
a reasonable approach can be mnde to t.h~ problem of design-
ing such airphm.e.s to have satisfactory inlwrcnt stability,
The first part of the. present analysis therefore t rmts the
st a.bilit.y of the series of busic configurations which tire rlq] r(?-
sent.ative of present-day airplane designs with emphnsis on
the determination of the reasons thut the clynamic lmttwd
stability of these airplanes is generally worse thim that of
World War II fighter airplanes which lmd 10WW rda t iw
density, less sweep, and higher mpc+t ratio. The rcsuhs of
the calculations made for this purt of the analysis a r{! pr(’-
sented in tubles H and III a.ncl figures 7 to 9,
Effect of sweepback and aspect ratio,-—The data of figlwc
7 show that, tit Lhe low lift coe.fhient (CL= 0.06) lhc pcrio~l
and damping were about the same for all t hc configmwticms.
At the higher lift coefficients, howevw, the damping bmunu
worse and the period became short w as thu sweepbaok wtis
increased and tie mpect rntio reduced simulhmcously in llw
manner re.presents.t ivc of prmcnt-day dwign prart iev (con-
figurations 1 to 4). Comparison of the data for mnfigura-
tions 1, 3, and 5 shows that both of these fuctors wcrr rcspml-
sible for this reduction in stability. Thwe w-as some red uc-
tion in stability when tlw aspect. ratio ahme wus rduwvl
(cofigurat.ions 1 zmd 5) and there wus a. grcutw rcductiol]
when swecpback done wtis incremwd (eonfigurttt ions 3
nnd 5).
Examination of figures 3 to 6 gives some indication of t11~~
causes of the detrimental effects of incrmsing swcepbnck ml
reducing aspect ratio on dynamic. st~bility. These figul’1%
show that, of the mass parameters und stability dcrivat iw’s
.
which generally have an inlportan[, ~’ffwt on ~.lynamir st a l)il-
.ity, the values of p, KM ~iz, CIB, Clp, and (-”np flu? dmgml
in the aclverse direction by sweepback for rontlgurtit ions 1 [O
4, whereas the values of ~,lp ancl f’~r are changed in th{’ ftivm-
able direction, These figures also show that, th~ sam(~ t!ffw)(s
are caused, but to a lesser clegrce, by a redurtion in tispoc(
ratio (configumt ions 1 and 5). The Aangcs in dw mass
parameters and Cmfland C,t, are almost vnlirely causwl by III(!
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h, ft 0 0 50,000
M 0.75 :.27 0.20 0.75
c~ 0.06 0.46 0.80 0.46 Gonfigurotion A, deg A
o do O 6.0
D :dn ; 30 4.5
0 bd+ 3 45 3.0
,Ah lfA ”-4 60 1.5
1
.71.47
FIGURE 7.—Stabi1ity of basic configurations. Hatched boundary is
period-damping requirement of references 2 and 3.
reduction in the span on which the nondimensional form of
those factors is based; the changes in (77=me caused by the
change in aspect ratio; the changes in CIP are caused by the
changes in sweep ancl in the span on wluch the coefficient is
based; and the changes in C’ldare caused by t~~e c~lange in
sweep, aspect ratio, and the span on which the coefficient. is
based.
Effect of mass parameters and individual stability deriv-
atives.—Figure 8 and table III present the results of ctilcu-
Iations made to determine whether the mass parameters or
any of the stability derivatives discussed in the preceding
paragraph were predominantly responsible for the decrease
in stability as swe.epbacli was increased and aspect ratio
reduced. These calculations were made for only the high-
aspect-ratio, unswept and the 45° swept-wing configurations
(configurations 1 and 3). Although only one flight condition
was considered (C’~= 0.46; h= O ft), the results obtained
are believed to be indicative, at least at moderate and high
lift coefficients, of the effect of independently changing the
mass parameters or the individual stability derivatives for
one of these configurations to tho values for the other con-
figuration. The results of these calculations show that,
when either the mass parameters or one of the stubility cleriv-
ati~-cs C16,CIP, or C.P for configuration 3 was changed to the
value for ,configuration 1, the stability of configurate ion 3
became almost a.e good as that of configuration 1. When
the value of one of these factors for configuration 1 was
changed to the value for configuration 3, the stability did not
generally become much worse. It is clearly evident fronl
these results that it is very diflicult to generalize on the effects
of these stability pt-wamet cws. No one factor is the cause of
the reduction in stability as the sweep is increased and aspect
ratio reduced. Changes in any one of several clerivat ives,
however, result.e.d in substantial improvements in the stabil-
ity of the syept-wing configuration.
Some of the data in figure, 8 can be used to illustrate why
the elimination of the propeller makes the stability of jet
airplanes worse than that of propcdler-driven airplanes, Ex-
perimental data have shown that the propeller provicles a
substantial increase in damping in yaw —C,,, ancl, in many
cases, a reduction in static directional stability Cn~. The
results of figure 8 show that for the unsw7ept configuration
both of these changes provide an improvement in the periocl-
damping relationship (that is, a reduction in time to danlp
and an increase in period).
Effect of relative-density factor,—The relative-density
factor of modern high-performance fighter airplanes is gen-
erally greater than that of older types because of increases in
-wing loading and operational altitude and because of the
use of low-aspect-ratio wings. The effect of increasing the
relative-density factor on stability can be seen in figure 7 by
a comparison of the sea-level and altitude conditions. These
results show that an increase in altitude had a detrimental
329157-55-2
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FIGURE 8.—Effect of the differences in mass parameters and individual
stability derivatives on stability of configurations 1 and 3. CL= O.Xi;
- h= O feet.
effect on & stability of all configurations when compared at
a constant N!ach number W= 0.75). An increase in alti-
tucle at a constant lift coefficic.nt also htid a detrimental effect
for all configurations except configuration 4 where the air-
plane was unstable at sea level. This effect of increasing p
for a configuration which is unstable would generally be
expected since an airplane is neutrally stable when the
relative-density fn.ctor is infinite. This result is illustrated in
figure 9. Figure 9 (a) which was talien from the data of
table II shows that mwtral stability is approached as ~ is
increased. The data are presented in terms of # ~and
1/2
. i
s~ce ~ is a direct measure of damping and since for a one-
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(a) Basic configurations. Data talien from tahlc 11 for altit udw uf
o and 50,000 fel?t.
(b) Configurations 1 and 4 for an extendecl range of ~, and mi swtuul
airpIane for altitudes from sea level to infinity.
FIGURE ~.—l~ariation of clamping with relative-density factor.
CL= O.46.
degree-of-freeclom osciHntion tbe WIUC of ~,zz Wouhl v tlry
directly with tbe value of ~. The tl~rf~.~-[legrcc-of-frevilt]l~~
data of figure 9 (a) appear as strtiigh~ liues since only t \vo
points (the end points of these lines) were available from tlit:
calculations. These end points were taken from tllr 0- tin{]
50,000-foot-altitude conditions at n lift cocfikicmt 0.40. Thr
fact thut #- does not necessarily vary directly with $. for u“
1/2
three-de~ee-of-freedom motion, however, is ilhlst r~~trd in
figure 9 (b) where the variation is shown for an oxtw](lw[
range of p for configurrdioms 1 and 4 and for nno ther configu-
ration indicated as airplane A, (I%C resuhs for uirphmc .i
1
w-ere included to show that this nonlintwr vuriation cf –T-
? 1/2
1.
with ~) which shows up for configuration 4 ody when vniuw ,
of K below the normal range are considcwed, can ocrur in thc
range of normal values of ~ for some airplnnes.
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MEANS OF IMPROVING DUTCH ROLL STABILITY
On the basis of the preceding results regarding the causes
of inadequate Dutch roll stability, an analysis has been
carried out to determine means of improving this stability.
Factors that can be changed,—If it is assumed that the
wing loading is determined from performance considerations,
there are three mass factors that can be changed to improve
dynamic lateral stability—the inclination of the principal
axis of iucwtia, the radius of gyration in roll, and the radius
of gyration in yaw. An increase in the nose-upward inclina-
tion of the principal axis of inertia increases the beneficial
effect of the product of inertia as described in references 4
?nd 5, A reduction in the radius of gyration in roll is bene-
ficial, particularly when the principal axis is inclined nose
upward, Changing the radius of gyration in yaw might or
might not have a beneficial effect on the stability depending
upon many related factors, the inclination of the principal
axis of inertia in particular. If the principal axis is inclined
nose up relative to the stability axis, increasing the radius of
gyration in yaw might be beneficial since the favorable
product-of-inertia. effect would tend to offset the normally
adverse effect of increasing the radius of gyration.
Five of the aerodynamic stability derivatives generally
have an important effect on dynamic lateral stability:
Clp, C.b, CIP, C,p, and C.,. The. derivative Cle can easily
be changed independently of the othem by varying the
geometric dihedral. The derivatives Cl, and C.,, however,
cannot, be changed appreciably by geometric changes o thcr
than major changes in tho wing plan form. The two deriva-
tives C.e and 0., can be changed simultaneously by varying
the size of the vertical tail but they cannot conveniently be
varied an appreciable amount independently of each other.
The changes in stability that result from va!ying these
derivatives simultaneously by changing the tail size tend to
ofl!set each other. An increase in tail size increases – C,,
and thereby increases the damping but the accompanying
increase in CnB reduces the period. On a plot such as
figure 7, this simultaneous reduction in time to damp and
period tends to shift a point parallel to the period-damping
boundary given by the flying-qualities requirements for
periods greater than 2 seconds. The ef?kct of changing the
size of the vertical tail should be studied for any particular
design, however , since it offers possibilities for improving
stabiYlty in some cases.
. Modifications considered.—h the study of means of im-
proving the Dutch roll stability of modern high-speed
fighter airplanes, configurations 3 and 5 were chosen as
basic configurations from which to work since they were
considered representative of proposed high-speed designs.
Five modifications to each of these basic airplanes were
considered:
(1) KXOreduced to 0.65 times the basic value
(2) K&, increased to 1.41 times the basic value
(3) K.zOincreased and K~O reduced simultaneously to
1,25 ancl 0.65 times the basic values, respec-
tively
(4) i. changed from 0° to –5°
(5) r adjusted to give zero C,d at a lift coefficient of 0.06
These changes were considered separately and in various
50J)C)0
i :.75 :.27 :.20 . i“ r.
c’ 0.06 0:6 0.80 0.46 d:~ de’g
o d l 00
———— — n bd m 0 -5.4
----------- Obo’ 6 -5 0
..... ..... ..... .......... A ‘A c? A :5 -4.3
P, sec ~ sec
(a) Basic mass characteristics. (b) Reduced KXO.
(c) Increased KZO, (d) Reduced KXO and increased fi”zOe
FIGURE 10.—Stability of modified configuration derived from con-
figuration 3.
combinations. The modtications should not be considered
as practicable chunges that can be made to improve the
stability of an existing airplane. They arc intended only
to show what factors should be considered in the early
design stages and to illustrate the improvements in inherent
stability that can be obtained by designing for stability.
The results of the calculations macle for this part of the
analysis arc presented in table IV and figures 10 and 11.
Effect of radii of gyration,— The clesigner is concerned with
the radii of gyration about axes which are fi.xccl in the air-
plane ancl approximately coincide with the body ancl wing
axes. For this reason the moclified configurations were
established by changing the radius-of-gyration factors about
the principal axes of inertia KXO and KzO. The radii of
gyration used in equations of motion in stability work,
however, are usually referred to the stability axes. The
effects of the changes in KXOand Kzo are therefore analyzed
in terms of the effects of A“x, Kz, and A“xz.
The magnitudes of the changes in KXOand KzOassumed for
the modified configurations were determined from the follow-
ing considerations. III orcler to obtain the maximum bene-
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(a) Basic mass characteristics. (b) Reduced KXO.
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FIGURE 11 .—Stability of modified configuration derived from con-
figuration 5.
ficial etl’ecti from the inertia changes, the value of KXOwas
made as small as practicable. A study of moments of
inertin. of a number of current and proposed designs indicated
that u value of A’XOof 0.0100 (0.65 times the basic vahe of
0.0154) was probably the minimum value that could be
obtained on a practical airpkne. The dete.rmimition of
the value of KzO for the modified colilgura.tion was not so
straightforward because the direction in which Kzo should
be changed to give a beneficial effect is not always the same.
Since iuc.reasing KzO is generally beneficial from an overall
standpoint! how-ever, only increases were considered in this
analysis. Since here is no definite maximum value to which
KzO can be increased, two relatively large values (1.25 and
1.41 times the basic value) were chosen to illustrate the
effect of va.rcying A’zO. These values are in line with the
general trend toward increased A7z0w-hich results from the
usc of very long fuselages in the latest designs.
.4 reduction in the radius-of-gyration factor in roll KXO
improvecl the stability in almost every case for both con-
figurations 3 and 5 as showu in figures 10 and 11. The only
exceptions were the two cases in which A-l-Owas rwlucwl hw
the basic configurations at a lift. coefficient of O.O& In thcs(~
cases the principal axis was inclined nose down rclat in! to
the stabi~ity axes so that the effect of the pro[luct of im!rt iu
was unfavorable, and evidently the adverse dl’cct of incrwu+-
ing the product-of-inertia factor was grcutcr than the
favorable eflect of rwluciug KX.
There was no consistent effect of increasing t.hc radius-of-
gyration fa,ctor in yaw .I{ZOalone either for configwrat iou 3 or
configurtition 5. As showm in figures 10 and 11 t.h~:r~!wtis,
generally an adverse effect of increasing KzO for thr low lift
coefficients and a favorable effect- It the high lift cceff~cients.
This rewdt cnn be explained by the following reasoning: .ft,
Iow angles of attack the increase in the ]lrflclu(lt-of-illt’rti~l
factor Kxz which resulted from an increase in 1120 {:auswl
either a small favorable or unfavorable cft’w%dcpvnding on
the inclination of the principnl axis, but in ncithw cast’ did
this effe.c.toffset the adverse effect of incrcwsing the VUIUCof
Kz. At. high angles of titt tlrk the &c.t of thr pmduvt -of-
inertia factor was always favorable wld was gcmrral~y
greater than the adverse eflect of the grei~ter valur of Kz.
When K& wm recluced und KzO was inrreased simul-
taneously, the stability at thu modwwte and high angles of
attacli was even bet.ter than it was whrn KxO was rwluc[’d by
itself. At the low angle of at-ttick, however, the stability was
worse than it wtis for the basic configurate ion or the contlgli ra-
tion with reduced KXO. This result is illustn~ted il] figlurl+ ] 0
and 11 for both configurations 3 and 5. This simultanw.ms
change in both t,he radii of gyrtit.icm swms somewhat, b~t tur
than a reduction in KXOIdonv since it is more effce.tivc for tlw
high-altitude condition and since the :~dvwse effect cm the
stability at the low angle of attack can bt countcum!twl b}
other mea.n~ as is shown subsequently.
Effeot of inclination of principal axis. —There arc a number
of w-ays t,hiit the inclination of the principal axis rclat ivc to
the stability axis can be changed by chmvging tlw &@~ of
an airplane. A simple change in wting inoidence was &
method considered in the present. analysis. Thv slwtell of
figure 12 illustrates another wtiy in which it can be done,
This figure shows the profile of a configuration in which the
weight, in the rem of t.be airplane. is liept as low m pract icablo.
Principa[ oxis
—.
—.
.
(0]
==-.7=ReferenceoxisPrincipal oxis
[a) Moclified design.
(b) Configuration 3.
FIGURE 12.—Illustrat.ion of profile of an airplane dcsig~led 10 bc,w pos-
itive inclination of the principal Iongit.udinal axis of inertia arid
comparison with profile of configuration 3 which is repre,scnlaliw
of many designe.
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‘1’he engine is located low in the rear of the airplane behind
an underslung inlet and the horizontal tail is mounted low
at the rem of the fuselage. The forward part of the fuselage
is locatecl as high as possible without increasing the frontal
area of tchc fuselage. The midsection of the fuselage has a
narrow oval cross section about the same width as the engine
so that this distribution of the weight in the fuselage can be
accomplished without increasing the frontal area of the fuse-
lage. ‘Ike profile of configuration 3, which is representative
?f a current trend in design, is shown in figuro 12 for com-
parison. The modified design would have a principal-axis
inc.lina.tion e of 20 or 30 nose up relative to the wing chord
~nstead of 2° or 3° nose down as would be t.hc case for an
airplane of the type represented by configuration 3. This
would give a change in the inclination of the principal axis
of inertia of about 50 wlich is the same as would be obtained
with the simple 50 change in wing incidence assumed in the
calculations for the modifiecl configurations. The method of
changing the inclination in this analysis is not important
except that it indicates how the tail contributions to the
stability derivatives were changed.
The results presented in figures 10 and 11 show that the
use of 50 negative wing incidence to increase the nose-up
inclination of the principal axis had either a favorable effect
or no significant effect on the lateral stability for all the
radius-of-gyration and dihedral conditions covered in the
calculations. The favorable effect of negative wing incidence
was particularly significant at the low-lift-coefficient con-
dition (C~=O.06) where it macle all the conditions satisfactory
which were otherwise marginal or unsatisfactory.
Effect of dihedral,-–Tho amount of negative geometric
clihedra.1 covered in the calculations was limited to the
amount required to give zero effective dihedral (Clfi= O) at
the low-lift-coefTlcient condition since the use of greater
negative geometric dihedral would probably make the air-
plane uncomfortable to fly at the low angles of attacdi where
the effective dihedral would be negative.
The eflcwt of negative geometric dihedral is shown by
figures 1() ~nd 1 I to vary from a slight favorable efl’ect to no
significant efl’ect at the moderate and high lift coefficients.
111many of these cases the use of negative dihedral cqused
the time to damp to increase but,, because of the accompanyi-
ng increase in periocl, the stability did not appear to become
less satisfactory with respect to the flying-qualities clamping
r~quirement indicated by the boundaries in figures 10 and
11. At the low lif t coefficients the use of negative geometric
dihedral had a favorable effect when the wing incidence was
0° ancl an adverse effect when the wing incidence was – 5“.
The conditions under which varying the dihedral can be
expected to have a favorable effect on stability can be
clcterminecl from the expression
as explained in reference 6. Negative values of this quantity
indicate that the use of negative geometric clihe.dral will
reduce the time to damp for the oscillation. This test will
not work in every case, however, since its derivation involved
a number of simplifications and generalizations. Examina-
tion of the expression shows that the sum of the first two
terms will almost always be negative since C.P is usually
negative and —2CAZ2 is always negative. Since Cln is
always negative for practical flight conditions and KX2 is
always positive, the sign of the third term will always be
the same as the sign of KXz. When KXZ is positive and of
relatively large magnitude (that is, when the principal axis
of inertia is inclined nose up relative to the flight path) and
the value of .Kx is low, the thircl term will have a large
positive value which will usually mean that the effect of
using negative dihedral will be unfavorable. Since these
mass characteristics (large positive value of I{xz and small
value of Kx) arc desirable from the standpoint of oscillatory
stability, the usc of negative dihedral may be unfavorable
for a design in which the mass characteristics have been
made as favorable as possible. The effect of clihedral angle,
however, should be studied for each particular airph-me
configuration.
Effect of modifications on roll-to-yaw ratio and control,—
It has been fairly well established that a pilot’s opinion of
the acceptability of a lateral oscillation is influenced by
the ratio of roll to yaw which has been expressed in terms
of 4/+, @/P, and @/v~by various investigators. Although
no definite requirement has been generally accepted, it
seems evident that increasing the ratio of roll to yaw
makes the lateral oscillation more obj actionable, Some of
the modifications covered in the present study which im-
proved the stability from the standpoint of the present Air
Force and NTavy flying-qualities requirement would have an
adverse effect from the standpoint of roll-to-yaw ratio.
Either reductions in the rolling radius of gyration A’xOor in-
creases in the yawing radms of gyration KzOWOUIC1increase
the ratio of roll to yaw. On the other hand, the use of
negative geometric dihedral would reduce the ratio of roll
to yaw. Whether or not reasonable changes in the radii
of gyration or dihedral would have a. large effect on the
flying qualities because of their effect on the ratio of roll to
yaw is a subject for further study.
Another factor to be considered is the effect of the modi-
fications on the adverse yaw caused by a rolling acceleration
and consequently on the adverse rolling moments caused by
the adverse yaw. An increase in the nose-upward inclination
of the principal axes will cause an increase in the aclversc
yaw in rolls.
APPLICATIONOF RESULTS TO ACTUAL AIRPLANES
The foregoing analysis has brought. out a number of factors
that should be considered in designing an airplane so that
it will have the best inherent stability that it is practicable
to obtain. Some of these factors will probably conflict
with factors that appear desirable from some other stand-
point. It is up to the clesigner in any particular case, then,
to weigh all the facts ancl decide on the relative merits of
these design features for his particular application. The
application of the results of the analysis to the problem of
designing airplanes so that they will have satisfactory in-
herent dynamic lateral stability is discussed in the following
paragraphs,
Wing plan form.
—Ono of the principal facts brought out
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by this analysis is that the use of low-aspect-ratio and swept-
back wings has a very detrimental effect on dynamic lateral
stability. Within the limits permitted by high-speed
performance requirements, the use of unswept wings of
higher aspect ratio (about 6) is very desirable. The next
most desirable wings appear to be an unswept wing of low
tispect ratio similar to that of configuration 5 or a wing of
moderate sweep similar to that of configuration 2.
Radii of gyration,—It dso appears highly desirable to keep
the mclius-of-gymtion factor in roll K& as low as possible.
This feature appears particuh-mly important if a highly
swep tl wing is usccl. For example, it appearecl to be. im-
possible to make configuration 3 satisfactory unless K&
were reduced. The use of a longer fuselage to accommodate
items normally located in the wings might be slightly
beneficial if the principal axis of inertia is inclined nose up
relative to the flight path.
Inclination of principal axis of inertia.—The inclination of
the principfil axis of inertia is also a very important factor,
particuhwly for obtaining satisfactory stability at low angles
of attack. For this reason the use of high horizontal tti.ils
and vertical tails located on a boom over the jet exit arc
definitely undesirable from the standpoint: of dynamic sta-
bility. Every effort should be maclc to design the airplane
to take aclvant.age of the large favorable effect of a more
nose-up inclination of the principal axis by designing the
a.irpltine so that the weight forward is located high and the
weight rearward is located low relative t.o the wing chord
plane.
Dihedral and tail areai—The use of a reasonable amount of
negative geometric dihedral would probably not have a
large effect on the clynmnic lateral stability but this moclifi-
mtion should be considered since it may improve the stability
in some cases tincl may also bc helpful by reducing the adverse
rolling moments which result from adverse yaw in an aileron
roll. The cfl’ect, of dihedral should be. investigated for each
airplane design. Similarly the effect of vertical-tail mea. is
not immediately obvious zmd should be investigated for each
particular design in an eflort to determine the optimum size
from considerations of both stability ancl control.
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the present theoretical umdysis to deter-
mine the design features that appear most promising in pro-
viding inherent Dutch roll stability, the following con-
clusions were clrawn for the ctisc of fighter airplanes at-
subsonic speeds:
1. The stubility of the Dutch roll oscillation of modern
high-speecl fighter airplanes is less satisfactory than that of
older types of fighter tiirplanrs such as those used in World
War H because. of the use of low-aspect-ratio sweptback
wings and because of the higher wing lou.dings ancl operating
tiltitudes. The unfavorable effect of the use of low-asptwt-
ratio swep tback wings was caused mainly by the increase in
the relative dcnsit y ~, the efl’ective dihcchd —(’lB, nnd thl’
yawing moment due to rolling —PmP,and the dcmvasc in t lN
damping in roll —t?lP which resulted from the chtinge from
the older type of unswept wings of higher aspect ratio,
2. It. is possible to design high-performance flghtw air-
planes to have substantially better inherent. sttibility of tlw
Dutch roll oscillation than thut of most current fight w ilu-
signs. It is important to design the tiirphmc with thr nluxi-
mum aspect ratio and minimum swcwp thttt will prrmit
attainment of the desirecl performtinco. For fd given con;
figuration the radius of gyrntion in roll should bc kept IWlow
as possible and the nose-up inc.linat ion of t.hc prinripal hmgi-
tudinal axis of inertia should be made as great us prac(,ivnbl~;,
The. optimum dihwhwl angle and wrtical-tail W*II shouhl IN
select ed on the basis of a study of Lhe stability UINIcon tNd
of the pa.rtticular airplane design.
LANGLEY .4 ERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIOXAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR hZRONA mvc*s,
LAiYGLEY FIELD, YA., ilugu$t 1.9,1.9.53.
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—————— .
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TABLE 11
WERE MADE. DERIVATIVES USED INCONDITIONS FOR WHICH CAT, CULATIONS
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. . .. .
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-..
A
Mass ~wamct,crsl~li@tconditions Rc.?.uILs
cl, r% a’,P
—.—
M
13
13
:
.
15
15
15
!38
18.4
18.4
18.4
120.Ii
—-—
26
26
26
170.5
-— -
18.4
13.4
18.4
120.5
CL a, deg W,deg
Osc?g:d$l’y
I
Aperiodic mode
Clr c.,
Configuration
h, Ct M
D.75
.27
. !204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
I(XZ CYP
-—. —
-0.4660
–. 4630
–. 4680
–. ‘Km
c
“0 C],p
———
T%, T%,
sec sec
— .
P, I TH,Wc sec
—1—” l— ——
). 0444 –o. 12S3
.1163 –. 1335
.1775 –. 1383
. 11G3 –. 1335
1
2
6.0
4.5
0
0
30, Oci
o
0
50, co:
): :;); 0: l):);
.0203 . 05a5
.0197 .0591
–o.00090
.00234
. O@506
.00234
-0.0332
–. 020!3
-.0231
–. 0269
0.0805
.0829
.0653
.0829
D.0116
.0905
.1569
.0905
.03,53
.2679
.4606
.2679:
.0559
.4275
.7426
.4275
.0883
.6705
1.1763
.6765
.0227
.1703
.2981
. 17W
-0.4110 –: Cll$ o. 2WI
–. 4093 .2370
-.4096 –. 0822 .2417
–. 4098 –. 0358 .2370
803.0 0.1016
-40.1 .284
–17. o .370
-101.5 .713
— .
212.0 .134
110.0 .364122.0 .472
280.0 .8!ll
1.455
3.626
4. CS18
10.910
. —
1.514
4.695
0.345
19.9ffl
1.625
3.960
4.433
4.275
—l— —l—— l—
.0210 .0733
.0213 .0735
.0223 .0725
.0213 .0735
-.00110
.00295
.00616
.00396
–. 00133
.00800
.01580
.. Om?ml
–. 4360
–. 43841
–. 4WJ
–. 46W
–. 4660
–. 4660
–. 4600
–. 4660
–. 0444
–. 0706
–. 1033
–. 0769
–. 0574
–. 1250
–. 1728
–. 1200
.0381
.0904
.0923
,0904”
.1120
.1168
.1191
.1168
–. 3323 -.0075 .2307
-.3299 –. 0567 .2654
-.3331 _, (3990 .2702
–. 3299 –. 0567 .2654
.0533 –. M34
.1227 –. 1036
. 179{) –. 1740
.1227 –. 1636
— — —
–. 2338 –. 0128 .3271
–. 2301 –. 0!378 .3305
~: ~; –. 1712 .3413
–. 0978 .3305
— —
.0745 –. 2357
.1303 –. 2030
.1706 –. 2757
. MM –. 2rwl
—. ‘_
78.6 .207
19.0 .511
15.8 .628
43.4 1.212
3 0
0
50,00:
.06 1.03 –. 97
.46 7.04 ~. 94
.80 13.80 11.30
.40 7.94 5.04
— —.——
.0237 .1025
.0245 .1017
.0270 .0992
.0245 .1017
1. LB8 1.600
3.383 8.559
3.541 35.587
3.692 71.472
—-—.——l— —l— l— —- l—
0
%1
4
5
:
54),Ol?l
o
0
0
50,000
.00 1.58 –. 42
.46 12.10 10.10
.80 21.05 19.05
.46 12.10 10.10
—— .—
-m .91 –1. 09
.46 6.93 4.98
.60 12.13 10.13
.46 6.98 4.98
.0213 .1890
.0300 .1842
.0477 .1723
.0360 .1842
-.00110
.02720
.04350
.027243
–. 4630
–.4054
–.4630
–. 4604
-.0837
–. 1880
-.3149
–. 1330
.1613
. 10M
.1064
.1664
-.1206 –. 0343 .4693
–. 1224 –. 2655 .4335
-.1448 –. 4639 .4835
-. 12?A -. 2M5 .4835
.1343 –. 524o
.1317 –. 5$31
.1244 -.5531
.1317 –. 5531
— —
20.0 .439
7.8 .743
7.9 .817
20.0 1.775
1.406 1.508
2.616 –9. 128
2.381 –4. 151
2.342 –17. 030
__ —
1.532 1.418
3.775 4.141
4.433 5.291
4.021 12.743
—l—-
.0237 .1012
.0243 .1036
.0261 .0983
.0243 .1006
–. 00149
.00673
.01240
.00673
–. 46$fl
–.4ooo
–.4624)
–. 46C41
-.0497
–. (35(94
–. 0671
–. 0594
.1120
.1103
.1191
. lm
-.2480 –. 0070 .3271
–. 2452 –. 0S40 . 330!!
-.2402 -.0919 .3413
–. 2452 –. 0530 .2265
.0743 -.2557
.1280 –. 2069
.1714 –. 2757
.1260 —. 2689
110.0 .1075
242.0 .532
–Y27.o .060
020.0 1.320
TABLE HI
C!OhTDITION S FOR WHICH CATKNJLATIONS WERE MADE. DERIVATIVES USED IN CALCULATIONS. AND RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS TO DETERMINE
EFFECTS OF MASS PARAMETERS AND INDIVIDUAL STABILITY DER.IV.4TIVES
—
r,
Icl
—
o
:
—
— — —..- .—.
t3tabUMyderivatives Results
—
a!
7.94
5.41
5.41
G.41
5.41
ii.41
G.—
7.94
7.94
7.94
7,94
7.94
d~g
6.94
m
3.41
3.41
3.41
3.41
G
xl=
5.94
6.94
5.94
5.64
Kxz CYP
0.0905
.0905
,0906
,0906
.0905
.0905
.4276
.4275
.4276
.4276
.4276
.4276
——.
Clr
). 1103
.1103
,1102
. llm
.1103
.1103
. H02
.1203
. rJo3
.130a
. Iwa
.1303
c,,,
–o.K3M
-, 122!
-. 183!
–. 1331
–. laa!
–. 2031-—
-. 203{
–. 2061
-. 203{
–. 266!
-. 208!
—. 13W
—
M
).27
Y;
—-
P
18.4
R-
13
13
13
13
la
la 4
la..4
18.4
18.4
la 4
—.. —.—
I
cl,
-0.4093
-.4093
–. 4093
–. 234)1
-. 409a
–. 4ooa
–. 2aol
–. 2801
-.2301
–. 4093.——
–. 2301
–. 2aol
ct.,
1.2970
.2370
. 2a70
. 22m
. 2a70
,2270
%Z
.3360
.3385
. 32&5
.326.5
. 330!!
—.
Changas from
basic ~Onnlgura-
i.7Y@
–0. 466a
–. 484!4
-. 46!34
–. 4604
–. 4(%M
–, 484X
-. 480C
–. 466C
-. 4@x
-. 400(
–. 466i
-. 4(W
cmP
-0.03643
–. 0363
-.0368
–. 0358
-. 0U78
-.0368
–. 0!373
–. 0678
–. 0978
–. 0978
–. owa—-—.
–. 0978
Tx,Seo
-41.6
45.8
-3a. 4
-24.1
-20. a
–101. 5
17.1
-27.7
12.9
27.2
16.0
411.0
T%,
sec
4.804
4713
& .596
k 046
6.369
z 169
5.067
3.670
11.780
3.817
4424
51.649
TM
sm.?
1.340
.277
. 2a3
.432
.324
.%3
—
.401
.576
.,501
.241
.583
. E07
P,
Sec
4. Sal
3. Qa6
3.095
4.287
4.646
4.397
G
3. 87a
3.716
3.479
x fioa
3.357
t
). 0245 0.1017——
.0107 .0501
.0197 .0591
.0197 .0591
.0197 .0591
.0197 .0591
%’/ 0691— -—,,
.0246 ,1017
. IJ246 .1017
.0245 .1017
.024.5 ,1017
.0245 .1017
1
3
0.00306
. m2a4
,00224
.00234
. IMZ34
, oo2a4
. oo2a4——
.00a413
. W306
. OfJR16
. lm3013
.00206
-t
–. 0280 . 032s
–, 0269 .032$
–. 1200 . 110!
–. 0264 . 11(?4
:;g /-.
-.1200 . UN
,-. h2iHl . 118!
changed are
umierlirmd.
——
.
.
.
.7
.
TABLE IV
CONDITIONS FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS WERE MADE, DERIVATIVES USED IN CALCULATIONS, AND RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING
MEANS OF IMPROVING DUTCH ROLL STABILITY
(a) Basicconfiguration3 (A=45”; A=3)
I?]igbt renditions Mass parameters Stability dcrivctivcs Resnlts
———
Changes from basic ~w, r, deg
APmmbJiC Os$:d$ry
configuration deg
h, ft M CL a, deg V, deg II Kx~ K# Kxz CY8 Clfl C.fl (3p Clp c., Cl.r cl, c.,
TH, wc Tx, P, T%,
sec SW sec
— — . — . . — — . —— — — — — — — — — — — — — .
Reduced i~..--....-.-- —5 o 0 0.75 0.06 6.03 4.03
0
18.4 0.0241 0.1021
.27
0.00556
.46 12.94 10.94 18.4
–o. 46+X3 –O. 0458 0.1168 0.0046 –O. 2305 -0.0347 0.3306 0.0537 –o. 2tKHl
.0266
90.2 0.226 1.433 L 126
.0097 .01470 –. 4060 –. 1230 .1101 . 53(3Z
:XJi
-.2218 –. r321 .3412 .12194
.30 18.80 16.80 la 4 .0303
–. 2750 19.2 .508 3.033 4.633
w, ml!
.0959 .02130 –. 40841 –. 1926 .1191 .9110
.46 12.04 10.64 120.5
–. 2334 –. 2153 .3412 .1303 –. 2750
.0285 .0967 .01470
l&2
–. 4860
.670 3.142 11.434
–. 1250 .1191 .5362 -.2318 -. rJ31 .3412 .1294 –. 2754 420 1.387 3.102 14.664
— — — — — — — — — — — . — — . — — — —
Reduced l’----------- o –5. 4 0 .75 .06 L 03 –. 97 18.4 .0237 .1025
— — .
–. WJ133 –. 4660 0 .1120 .0559 –. 2333 –. 0128
0 .27
.3271 .0745 –. 2557
.46 7.94 5.94 18.4 .0245 .1017 . 008Q6 -.4660 –. 0626
–57. o .218 1.537 L 242
.20:
.1163 .4275 –. 2301 –. 0973 .3303 .1303
.80 1: ~ 11.30 18.4 .0270 .0092
–. 26s0 161.0 .549 3.600 4.027
50,00!
.01330 –. 4660 –. 1154 .1191 . 74!25 –. 2325 –. 1712 .2413 .1706 –. 2757
.46 . 5.94 120.5 .0245 .1017 .008416 -.4000
31.0
-.0626
. 6Ml 3.365 11.908
.1103 .4275 –. 2301 –. 0073 .3365 .1303 –. 2639 –2, 510.0 1.320 3,766 26.515
— — — — — . . . — —
Rednced L. andl’ ----- –5 -4.3
— — — — — — —
o .75 .06 6.02 402 18.4
. — —
.0241 .1021
0 .27
. 0Q500 –. 4060 0 .1163 .0946 –. 2305 –. 0347 ; ;:;: .0537
.46 12.04 10.94
–. 2690
18.4 . 02ci .0067 .01470 –, 4800
–71. 5
–. 0792
.223 1.499 1.146
.1191 .5362 –. 2318
.204
–. 1331 .1294
.80 13.30 16.30 18.4
–. 2750 47.8 .536 3.274 3.3s0
50,04
.0202 .0950
.75
.02184 –. 4660 –. 1406 .1191 .9110 –. 2334 –. 2158 .3412 .1893
.40 1294 10.04 120.5 .0285 .0907 .01470
–. 2750
–. 46(3I –. 07s2 .1191 . 5W2 –. 2318 –. 1331
.698 3.307 8.446
.3412 .1294 –. 2750 lR. : 1.440 3.337 11.435
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Reduced KXO--------- 0 0 0 .75 .06 1.03 –. 97
— — —
18.4 . owl .1025 –. 00160 –. 4(W3
o
–. 0574 .1120 .0559 -.2338 –. 0128 .3271
.27 .43 7.94
.0745 –. 2557
5.94 13.4 .0110 . 101G .00950
73.7
-.4060 –. 12W
.039 1.517 1. cm
.204
.1108 .4275 -.2301 –. 0078 .3303 .1203
:% 13.80 11.34
–. 2639
13.4 .0139 .0635
19.2
.01850
.278 2.989 2. w
50,00:
-,4300 –. 1728 . llq .7425 –. 2325 –. 1712 .3413
.75 “ 7.04
.1700 –. 2757
5.04 120.5 .0110 .1015 . 0Q950
16.0
–. 4050
.432 2.799 L 907
–. 1200 .1103 .4275 -.2301 –. 0978 .3365 .1303 –. 20+39 4!). o .735 2.929 5.352
— — — — — — — . — — . — . — — — — — — — — —
Reduced i. and KXO-. . –5 o 0 .75 .06 6.03 4.03 18.4 .0105 .1021 .00640 –. 4060 –. 0463
— .
0 .27 .46 12.04 10.94
.1108
13.4
.0946
. olr~ .0692
–. 2305 –. 0347 .3366
.01720
.0587
-. 48G0
–. 2660 66.3 .100 1.420 .854
–. 1250 .1191 .5302 –. 2318
0 .204
–. 1331 .3412 .1294 –. 2750
.s0 18. N 18.30 13.4 .0177 .0943 . 02mo
10.4
–. 4360 –. 1926 .1191 .!)110 –. 2334
. 3M 2,536 1.232
–. 2158
50,000 .75
.3412 .1892
.46 1294 10.94 120.5
-.2750
.0133 .0992
16.4
.01720 -.4680 –. 123+1 .1191
.533 2.322 1.319
.5362 –. X18 –. 1331 .3412 .1294 –. 2750 49.5
— — — — — — — — — —
.662 2375 2.724
Reduced r and KXO- - -0 -5.4 0
— — — — —— — — — —
.75 .00 L 03
— — —
-.97 18.4 .0100 .1025 –. 00100 –. 46&3 .1120
0
.0559
.27
-.23338 –. 0128 .3271 .0743 –. 2557
.46 7.04 5.94 18.4 .0110 .1015 .00950 –. 4660
–56. 8
~. 0826
.062 1.527 1.225
.204
.1168
.30 1; ~ 11.80
.4275
18.4 .0139
–. 2301 –. 0974 .2365 .1303 -.2639 161.5 .273 3.33$ 2.420
w, !M:
.0036
.75
.01834 -.4630 -.1154 .1194 .7425
.46 .
–. 2325 –. 1712 .3413 .1766
5. S4 120.5 .0110
–. 2757
.1015 .00930
31.4
–. 4oi141
.418 3.190 1.635
–. 0626 .1103 .4275 –. 2301 –. 0974 .3365 . 13W –. 26S9 –2, 520.0
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — . — — — — —
.715 3.326 5.943
Reduced f., 1’ and I(xQ. –5 -4.3 0 .75 .06 6.03
— — —
4.03 18.4 .0105 .1021 .00040 –. 4660 0
0 .27
.1103 . 0s46 –. 2305 –. 0347 . 336L3 .0337
.46 12.64 10.94 13.4 .0133 .0092 .01720 –. 4880
–. 26!ll
–. 0792
–71. 5
.1191 .5362 -.2318 -.1331
.094 L 303 1.035
.204 .30 13.20 16.30
.3412 .1294 –. 2750
13.4 .0177 .0943
48.2 .330 2.875 1.373
50,OJ
. 025&l –. 4000 –. 1469 .1191 .9110 –. 2384 –. 2153
.75
.3412 .1393
.46 12.04 10.94 120.5 .0133 .0902 .01720
–. 2750 28.9
–. 4060 –. 0792 1191 .5362
.520 2.569 L 350
-.2318 –. 1%31 .3412 .1294 –. 2750 123.0 .040 2.031 2.911
,.,,
TABLE IV-Continued
CON DITIONS FOR. WHICH C-4T1CUL.41’IONS WERE MADE, DERIVATIVES USED IN C.4LCULATIONS. AND RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR .DETHRMINI’NG
MEANS OF IMPROVING DUTCH ROLL STABILITk
(a) Basic confi~umtion 3 (A=4W; A=3).—ConcIudcd
. “..—- ..-..- —— . . —
ResultsFlight conditions Stability derivntivcsMess pmwoctcrs
M
).75
.27
.204
.75
—
CL
o.m
.46
.60
.46
X,dcg
1.03
Ii%
7.04
&03
12.94
13.36
12.94
iti
13.30
7. r14
G
1204
I&30
1204
—
P
18.4
18.4
18.4
120.5
Kx%
1.0268
.0255
. OW
.02.56
-,—
IG9
1:?0?0
,1926
.1031
Cl.p
1.05.59
.4275
.7426
.4275
——.. _
AP#imJio
h, ft
o
0
30,(s):
%
). 1120
.1166
.1101
.1106
osc#&ryClmngcs from basic
configuration 1:
.
0
C, de!
—.
o
Kxz
-0.00200
. om241
.03524
.01820
C,p C,r c. P Crr Clr c.,
.
Tx,
S(W
0:20;
.734
1..426
~
.874
1.730
P,
cm
2.129
4.033
3.957
4.232
1.030
3.302
3. 37(i
3. E08
TM,
sec
2.803
.1.036
.4.720
M.121
z
3.826
5.610
.0,059
‘T%, Sl?c
Increased K+_. . . . . . -0.4660
–. 4(i60
-. 461RI
–. 46R17
–o. 0674
–. lzml
-.1723
–. 12(P2
–: fg
-.2326
–. 2301
-0.0123
–. 0978
-.1712
–.01178
D.%271
.3305
.3413
.3265
). 0745
.1303
.1703
.1303
80.5
23.4
21.1
59.6
Reduced i. and in-
cressed Kza.
-6
--i
o
-5.4
–4. 3
T
o
0
50,(ml
o
0
50,cm:
~
50, d
o
0
w, 2
.75
.27
.204
.75
.76
.27
.204
.75
%-
.22
. 24]4
.75
x
.27
. X34
.7.5
.06
.40
.36
.46
.06
.40
.80
.46
~
.30
.46
-xJ
.30
.46
1: H
16.36
10.94
–.97
5.94
11.36
5.94
18.4
la 4
13. ‘i
120.5
1%4
18.4
18.4
120.6
—
’13.4
18.4
18.4
120,6
.01240
.03293
.04820
.03260
-.00290
. O187fI
. cB526
.01820
–. 4660
–, 4660
-. 46E41
–. 4660
–. 045s
–. 12Ml
–. 1926
—. 12,50
0
–. 0626
–. 1154
–. 0626
.1183
.1191
.1191
. 119]
G
.1163
.1191
. 116S
.0946
.5662
.0110
.5362
G
.4275
r
: %
-.2205
–, 2318
-.2234
–. 3318
–.0347
-.1331
-.2158
–.1331
,3666
.3412
.3412
.3412
.0637
.1294
.1893
.1204
-.2690
–. 2750
-.2750
–. 2750
08.3
23.4
21.3
60,0
–5?. o
187.6
40.5
–2, 940.0
.—
-g ~
30:8
144.5
Reduced 1’ and 4n-
creased Kza.
–. 4004
–. 46(!4I
-. 4(?430
–. 4MUI
–.2338
-.2301
–. 2625
-.XdOI
–. 0128
-.0978
–. 1712
–. 0678
.0745
. 131XJ
.1766
.1303
-.2.557
–. 2039
–. 2757
–. 2(WJ
–. 261W
-. 27KI
–. 27W
–. 2754
.219
.573
.750
L 333
.225
.W5
,87fi
L 7211
.039
.295
.ml
.X39
.
.101
.415
.670
1.248
2143
4.617
4. 4+8
4.745
2.032
3.919
3.692
3, 9L5
1.879
3.414
2.039
3,209
G
2. 79LI
2.408
2. 54)0
1.009
7.101
!0. 512
12,107
Reduced i. and ~ and
irmrzazed KZO.
-5 4.03
10.94
lG 60
10.94
.0246
.0300
,0384
.0200
.1991
.1037
,1853
,1937
.01240
.08200
.04w
.03290
–.4(WJ
–.4260
–.46W
-.4640
0
–. 0702
–. 14&l
-.0792
.0046
.5232
.9110
. Ea62
.0559
.4275
.7426
.4275
G
.6362
.9110
.5362
-. 2iio5
–. 2318
–. 2284
–, 231S
-.0347
–. 1331
-.2163
–, 1331
.05537
.1294
.1303
. m94
1.704
3.794
5.354
W811
Inorecsed KZO snd re-
duced Kxo.
o 1.03
7.94
1; l??
1$ H
18.341
12. w
1. WA
112
7.94
1:8
la 30
12.94
–. 07
1;:
18.4
18.4
18.4
lint. 6
.0100
.0116
.0163
.0116
.1300
.1576
. 1!$49
.1576
-. oo2tM
. 015M
.030247
. Olml
–.43641
–.4060
–.4ooil
-.4060
-.0574
–. 1200
-.1728
–. lzcnl
–. 2238
–. Zaol
-. X25
–. 2301
–. 23wi
-.2318
-.2364
–. 2318
–. 0123
–. 0078
–. 1712
–.0978
–.0347
-.1331
–.2158
–. 1331
–. 2557
–. 2089
—. 2757
-. xii9
–. 26W
–. 27.50
–. 2730
–. 2750
79.8
21.8
10.1
55.5
97.5
21.9
10.4
,S43.o
Rs.dUmd k, increa%?d
KZO, end reduced
Kxw
–6 o 0
0
50,Oc$
.06
:8
.46
li :
10,24
10. M
18.4
18.4
18.4
120.5
.0103
.0154
. cra25
.0154
.1693
.1546
.1475
.1546
.01040
.02760
.04150
. 027S6
-.4380
–.40641
–.43Ea
-.48e4
-.0438
–. 1230
-.1026
–. 12,s4
.976
1.064
1.127
2.292
o -6.4 0
0
30,00!
.76
.27
.3#4
75: 27
.204
-5. ,,
.06
,46
.30
.46
-.97
1:.%
5,94
-ZE
10.24
16.30
10.94
18.4
18.4
18.4
120.5
18.4
18.4
la 4
120.5
.1660
.1676
.1.539
.1576
.1593
.1546
.1475
.1546
–. 032,54
. 01,5E4
.030211
.013347
–. 4664
–. 4660
–. 466n
–. 4tx?4
–. 4830
-.46241
–. 4860
-.46241
~. 0626
–. 1154
–. 0026
0
-.0702
–. 1460
-. Oiw
.1120
. lm~
,1191
.1108
.1168
.1101
.1191
.1191
–. 2338
-.2301
–. 2325
–. 2301
-. X405
–. 2318
-.2334
–. 2-21s ~
–. 0128
–. 0978
–. 1712
–. 0U78
-.0347
–. 1331
-.2138
–. 1331
.3271
.3366
.3418
.3205
.22410
.3412
.3412
.3412
.0745
.1363
.1736
.1303
.0537
.1204
.1393
.1294
-.2657
–. 2689
-.2757
–. 2689
–. 26W
-.27.54
–. 27m
-.2754
–5(Z. 9
177.0
37.0
-2,760.0
.092
.236
.468
.785
L 918
.%935
3.406
2.779
L 873
3.281
2701
2.801
k%
1.720
4.351
Reduced i. and r in-
rirrcrmd KZO, an re-
duced KXO.
-5 -4.2 0
0
54),Ck4
.08
::
.46
.-
.01640
.02796
.04150
. 0278U
-71.5
53.4
1%;
.095
.369
.640
1.150
1.426
L 240
L 163
2.439
.
.TABLE IV-Continued
CONI>ITIOIW FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS WERE AIAD13, DERIVATIVES USED IN CALCULATIONS, AND RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING
.MEANS OF IMPROVING DUTCH ROLL STABILITY
(b) Busicconfiguration5 (A = O“;A =3)
. —- . .. ..——
Changes from basic
contlgnrat.icm
— —..
RcsuItsFlight wnditions Mass pammcters Stability derivatives
lw Kxz
.—
Af))oio:icosei#&Jry
c.,h, ft
o
0
B, 00!
o
I
X3,000
8
0
iO,000
0
0
!0, 01$’
8
0
io, 000
0
0
0
io, coo
——
Ci-r (3,CL a,deg
C, deg
Clp
–o.0230
-.0440
–.0524
–. 0440
M
0.75
.27
.M14
.75
.76
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.264
.75
.75
.27
.204
.75
.75
.27
.204
.76
.75
.27
.204
.75
V,deg
3.91
9.98
15.13
9.98
-1.09
4.98
10.13
4.98
3.91
9.98
15.13
9,98
-1. oil
4.98
10.13
4.08
x
9.93
15. H
9.98
-1.09
4.98
10.13
4.03
3.91
9.6$
15.13
9.98
cY.# c“@
0.1157
.1193
.1197
.1193
.1120
.1103
.1191
.1168
.1157
.1163
.1167
. llW
.1120
.1138
. 11~~
. Ilf$
.1157
.1193
.1197
.1192
.1120
.1108
. llgi
.1103
.1157
.1193
. li97
.1193
Crp
). 0516
.2006
.3270
.2U03
G
.1703
.2981
.1703
.0516
.2006
.3270
.2006
.0227
.1703
. 298i
.1703
Clp c. P
–O. 0275
–. 0753
–. 1131
–. 0753
–. 0070
-. 0!$30
–. 0919
-.0530
——
‘rE,
SW
0.212
.569
1:1%
.205
.658
.712
1.‘m
.210
.583
.700
1.485
.034
.249
.356
.675
. (391
.276
.414
.838
P,
see
L 436
3.612
4.230
3. 6i0
1.528
4. 02!)
4.606
4.059
1.498
3.805
4.659
3.360
1.517
3,594
4.062
3.484
I. 449
3.433
3. S4i
3.116
1.527
3. W8
4.756
3. !)41
1.502
3.813
4.440
3.581
ii
7’)4,
SW
TM, SW
— —
0.06 5.91
.46 11.98
.80 17.13
.46 H.98
— —
18.4
18.4
18.4
126.5
0.0241
.0260
.0290
.0234
— —
): ml: 0.00626
.01320
.0959 .01950
.0989 .01326
— —
-0.4660
–.4000
–.4664
–.46I3O
-0.2435
–. 2402
-. 24!)2
–. 2422
—l—
Reduced i~----------- —5 0
=i--
–2. 8
1::y6 0.0550
.1064
.2424 .1503
.3416 .1064
–o.21MM
–.2780
–.2770
–.2734
182.0
–52. 1
—59. 7
–1, 116.0
1.112
3.000
3.803
7.306
1.234
3.171
3.882
8. 4$!6
1.147
2. 80il
3.384
7.221
——
1.512
2.491
2.125
5.121
.003
1.339
1.491
2.830
1.218
2.629
2.428
6.025
1.096
1.971
1.775
3.021
——
Reduced ~_-_----..- .06 .91
.46 6.93
.&n 12.13
.46 8.98
— —
.06 5. w
.46 11.98
.30 17.13
.46 11. !)8
18.4
18.4
13.4
120.5
.62.37
. o%
.0261
. 6X2
.1012 –: :~cl$;
.1003
.0983 .01340
.1006 .00673
–. 4660
–. 4666
–. 4666
–. 4W
–. 46(W
–. 4634
–. 4600
–. 4664
0
-.0097
–. 0174
–. 0097
–.2439
–.2432
–.2462
–.2452
.3271 .0742
.3305 .1280
.3413 .1714
.3365 .1280
–. 2537
-.2039
—. 2757
–. 2089
_60. 9
–17. o
-12.4
–43. o
Reduced i~ and I’---- 18.4
la 4
18.4
126.5
.0241
.0280
.0200
.0200
. KK18 .00526
.0989 .01326
.0959 .01950
.0989 .01320
0
–. 0090
-.0174
-.0000
-.0497
–, 0594
–. 0671
–. 0594
–. 2455
-.2402
–. 2492
-.2462
-.0275
–, 0753
–. 1131
–. 07LW
–. 0070
–. 0530
–. 0919
-.0530
–. 0275
–. 0753
–. w
-. 07W
.3340 .05,30
.3416 .1064
.3424 .1503
.3416 .1064
–. 2665
–. 2700
–. 2770
–. 2730
–. 2567
–. 2080
–. 2757
–. 2089
–. 2005
–. 27iW
-. !2770
-.2760
–81.1
-21.5
–15.4
–64.4
118.5
242.0
-128.0
626.0
. —
.06 . in
.46 6. W
.30 12.13
.46 6.63
. —
.1012 –. 00184
.1605 .00796
. 064X .01570
.1005 .00790
–. 4660
–. Wo
–. 46fXl
-.4000
_. 2439
–. %52
-.2462
–. 2452
-3x- —.0742
. 3W5 .1230
.3413 .1714
.3365 . l!!m
Reduced .K,YO-.-----.. o 0
---i-
=i---
.0100
.0107
. 0124?
.0107
—— ——
Reduced i. and KXO.. -5
-i
.06 5.91
.46 11.98
.80 17.13
.46 11.98
. —
.06 .91
.46 6.98
.80 12 H
.46 6.96
18.4
18.4
18.4
120.5
.0104
.0127
.0162
.0127
. 1WJ8 .00620
.0934 .01530
.0950 .02200
.0984 .01560
–. 4000
–. 4330
–. 4630
–. 4660
–.035+)
-.0440
–.0524
–.0440
.0516
.2006
. W70
. 2Gua
-.2435
–. 2462
-. 24!)2
–. 2462
.3340 .0550
.3416 .1004
.3424 . i503
.3416 . low
182.0
-4,550.0
-69.5
-1,140.0
Redueed r and KXO..-
—
13.4
18.4
16.4
120.5
.0100
.0107
.0128
.0107
.1012 -: ~~;~
.1006
.0984 .01570
.1005 .00790
–. 4680
–. 4350
–. 466n
–. 4060
–. 46fi)
-.4866
–. awl
–. 4800
~.0097
–.0174
-.0007
:.0090
-.0174
–.0060
.0227
.1703
.2981
. 171xJ
.0516
.2000
.3270
.2006
–. 2489
–. 2452
–. 2402
-.2452
-.2455
-.2462
–. 2402
-.2432
–.0070
–.05W
–.0919
–.0530
–.0275
-.0753
–. 1131
–.0732
.3271 .0743
.2306 .1280
.8413 .1714
.3365 .1230
–. 2557
–. 2689
–. 2767
-.2039
-.2665
–. 2700
-. !2770
–. 2764
–30 7
–16.8
–12.2
–42.5
-86.3
–21.2
–15.3
–54.o
.086
.244
.333
(X39
.038
.266
.372
.735
. —
.03 5.91
.46 11.98
.W1 17.13
.40 11.98
18.4
18.4
18.4
im. 5
. —
.1008 .00620
.0984 . 0i61Jl
. 09(50 .02290
.0934 .01530
— —
. W40 .0550
.3416 .1064
.3424 .1503
.3416 .1064
Redueed i., V, and ICx( –5 –2. 8 0
0
io,00!
.0104
.0127
.0162
.0127
—
.,,
TABLE IV—Condudcd
CONDITIONS FOR, WHICH CATKXJIJ.4TIONS WERE MADE, DERIVATIVES USED IN CALCULATIONS, AND
Changes from basic
.3mdguration
Inermsed KZO
hlEANS OF IMPROVING DUTCH ROLL STABILITY
(b) BJsic confl~uratIun5 (A =OO; ii=3)–Crmcludcd
RESULTS OFCALCX.JLATIONS FOR DETERLIINING
,. —-. .—
Flight ennditions Muse paranmtcrs Stability derivatives Results
..—
APW;IO
{=* I’, deg
Ck@h&Y
deg
h, ft M CL a, ileg q, deg p Kx% K@ K.r* Crn fT,8 Cnp CY Clp (?., Cyr cl, C’.rP ‘r%, P,TH, sec T%,seo sec Scc
— — . . — — . . — . . — . . — . — — . . — — . — .
0 0 -0 0.76 0.06 0.91 –1. 09 18,4 0. 023s 0.1999 –o. 06240
0 .27 .46 6,98
–: $33 -- ~;~ 0: :;% 0: m2; –. ;?4; –. ::# 0: :27; 0: ;g –o. 25!!7
4. !38 18.4 . 02Ml .1937
121.0 0.196 2.140 2.622
;?
.01534
.30 1213 10.13
-. 24W 230.0
18..4, .0202 .1945
.5# $.= , :4#
.63640 –. 4113il
30,ml .40 6.98
-.01371 .1191 .2981 –. 2462
4.98 120. G I .0254
-.0910 ‘A*Q l~lA – ~v$= –l~Q Q
.1987 .01536 -.41360 –. 0594 ,1 lf18 .1708 -.2452 –. 0630
—. — . . — . -—
.01200 -. 4n2i-1 –, 03,50 .1157 .0516 –. 2455
. OWo
–. 0275
-. 463$J -.0440
. a4t40
.1193 moo –. 2462 -.0752
-. 4rM6 –. 0524 11!37 .3270 -. 24Q2 –. 1131
.03010 –. 46m -.0440 . 119s .2m6 –, ?A62 -.0753
— —
-.00340 -. 46m
. o15ao –. 4086
.03040 -. 46c41
. o152n -.46436
Reduced i. and in. –5 o 0 .75 .08 5.91 3.91 18.4 ,0215 .1902
creased I<zO o .27 .46 Il. 98 9.98 18.4 .0200 .1947
.204 .30 17,13 15.13 la 4 .03.57 .1380
30,001 .75 .46 11.98 9. !)8 120.5 .0290 . U247
. — . . . . .
.08 .91 –1. 09 18.4 . 0“8 . 1!369
creased KZO o :ti .46 6.03 4.08 18.4 , 02S4 .1987
.204 .20 12.13 10.13 18.4 .0292 .1945
56, 00! .75 .46 G.98 4.98 121).5 .0256 .1987
Reduced F and h- I o I –d ] 01.751
-1Redueed i. and F and -5 -2,8 0 .76 .off 5.91 3.91 18.4 .0246 .1m2ineruased KZO o ,27 .46 u.93 9.98 18.4 .0296 .1’347.204 :% }; g 15.13 la 4 .0367 .lmo54),00: .75 9.03 120.5 .02W .1947. — — — . —— . .
Incresmd I<zO and r~ O 0
I
o .75 I .06I ..91l-1.0~I 18,4I .0101I .15~9
dwed ~XO :2 .1
. — . . —
o .mm .0227 –. 2439 -.6070
–. 0007 ; ;;;; .1703 -.2462
–. 0174 . msl
–. 0530
:. ~?.$: -.0919
-. lmo7 .1163 .1703 –. 0530
.Okml -. 406a o ; ;;;: .0516 –. 2-455
.03610 –. 4624 –. mml ‘ .2006
–. 0275
–. 2462
.04440 -. w
-.0763
-.0174 .1197 .8270 –. 2492
.03010
–. 1131
-.4660 -. Oow .1193 .X306 -.2462 .0766
. — — — —
4JlWJ –. 43i30 -.0407 .1120 .0237 –. 2480 -.0070
-. 4E641 –. 0564 .1108 .1703 –. 24s2
.02500
–. 0536
–. :f~ -. M:: .1191 .2961 -. ~fifjz
A, “m.
–. 0919
. ..0 . .,n. “4 .“ hE”m
.3271 ,0743 -.2567
.3365 .1230
.3413
-.2689
.1714 -.2757
.8365 .1280 –, 2W
.awo .OW –. 2665
.3416 .1064 -.2760
,3424 . lm -.2770
,8416 .1064 –. 2720
— — .
.3271 .0743 –. 2557
. 3W . 12a6 -. 26S9
.3413 .1714 –. 2757
.“.. , “a. .-,Co,l4
–60. 8 ,206 2.143 1.012
–18.0 .657 6.488 4,760
–14. 4 .7.20 6. 34(I 5.404
-46.5 1.410 5.539 13.074
—— . —
-81.5 .210
-2A. 2 .203
-13,2
-63. ~ 1’ ;g
,“
120.0 ‘~ .086 -
.252
–%9:1 . w
“o. n “, e
2000
5.141
5.834
5.665
——
:G
4.675
, ,,..
1.727
3.666
4!014
8.741
- —
2,265
H%
, “,,,.
.0145
. omz
m, IFXl .75 .46 H. 9s
1
9. w lm. 5 .014$
. — — . — —
Redneed r, increwod o –4 o .76 .06 .91 -Loo — —18.4 .0101
IfzO, and redumd Kxo
I_ _ 03 i! E _ $! B50,2
.1555
.1408
.1555
.1509
.1.689
. 15S4
. L6!39A
.02500 -.4666
.03770 –.4344
,02M6 -.46m
–:go -.4660
-.464m
.02596 -.4M0
.01305 –.4660
—.—
-. O’r40
–. 0524
–. 0440
2 (4W
–. 0174
-. ad)?
,1193 .Z306
.1197 .3270
.1193 .7a106
— .
.Il!m .0227
;;;:6 .1703
.2931
.1163 .1703
— .
–.2462 ::y); .3416 .mo4 –.2760 -498.0 .392 4.104 1.65fI
-.2492 .3424 .1503 –. 27m –30. o .449 4411 L 425
–. 2462 –. 0753 .3416 .1064 -.2706 –1,242.0 .976 3. 54)8 2.612
. — . . — . — — .
–. 2489 –. corn .3271 .0743 –, 2557 -60.7
-. 245a
.087 L 917 1.634
-.0520 .3365 .1236 -. mn!l –14. 4
–. !2442 –. C4119 .3413
.242 4.938 & 338
.1714 -.2757 –13.4
-. MM
.334 5.707 2.79.3
-.0630 .2465 . Imfl -.2639 –41. o ,848 4.827 & 666
Reduced i. end P in- -6 –28
d
.75 ,06 5.91 3.91 18.4 .0107 .1593 .01020 -.46m o
: .27
.1157 .0516 -.3466 –. 0275 .3346 . 05m
creased KZO, en re- .46 11.93 Q.93 18.4 .0145 .1555 . 025&l –. 48436 –. 06w
–. 266fi –81. 1
.1193 .21313 –. 2462 -. 0%4
,023 1.386 1. 4m
.3416
duced Kxe .204 .30 17.13 15.13 18.4 .0202 . 14ua . wm
,10434
-. 42do –. 0174
–. 27WJ -22.4 . !%1 4677 2.249
a, d
.1197 .3270 -. 343a –. 1131 .3424 . 1WJ2 –. 2770
.7.5 .46 11.98 9.98 120.5 .0145
–17.0
. lhw .025m -.4666 –. Oo!m .1193 .2C4)6 –. 2!62 -.07.53 .3416 .1624
,334 5. !267 1.862
-. 2i~ -SI;. 8 . 7!38 4.246 3.420
,. *
